College senior Paul Shore watches a dress rehearsal of the play "God." Shore is directing this year's senior project for the English, Fine Arts, and Theater Arts departments.

Changes aim to improve crime log

Public concern, complaints spurred new procedures

By Kate Khatib

The University Police department has come under considerable fire in the past several months, primarily due to complaints about the crime logging procedures.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is the independent newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania, founded in 1885.
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Baseball to host a pair of doubleheaders

BY MONICA LEAS

Cover story

The Independent Newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania • Founded 1885

By Monica Leas

Mail theft suspect retires after arrest

The United States postal clerk faced the university's mail problems recently. Malcolm, 28, was placed on emergency duty.

Next week's Undergraduate Assembly election ballot will offer two more referenda, according to Nominations and Elections Committee Chairperson Tienou, citing lack of preparation and publicity time.
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Forum explores safety perceptions

By Marisa Katz

Students, faculty and community members met in the Smith-Pennin- sylvania Room of Houston Hall last night to discuss the University's efforts to raise awareness of safety issues.

The forum was the first in a series set up by the university to encourage dialogue between the University and the community.

Among those who participated in the discussion were 19-year-old West Philadelphia resident Cynthia Prentice and 18-year-old Philadelphia resident Vivian Kelly.

Prentice, who was recently robbed in a West Philadelphia convenience store, said she felt ad- vocated for, but said there were only four cases reported in 1995 and six cases reported the follow- ing year.

"What has gone up is the fear of crime," she added, attributing some of her experiences to the rise in crime in the area.

"I think in the community, including pre- venting and managing the media, which can often difficulty from the shift in view from digital to technological society. We identified these as the root of the crime.

Several security issues were brought up during the forum, including lack of technology and poor enforcement of current policies.

One concern was the lack of focus on preventing crime, with more attention being paid to responding to incidents after they occur.

"Crime is down dramatically," said one attendee, "but it's not going to be fixed with technology alone."

The forum was well received by attendees, who appreciated the opportunity to discuss safety issues and provided feedback on the forum's organization and outcomes.

Two receive award in Chicago

By Josh Sherman

Two students received the Student Humanitarian award at the 1996 National Conference on Student Humanitarianism.

The awards were presented by President George Bush and First Lady Barbara Bush.

"We are proud to recognize the contributions of these young leaders," said President Bush. "Their actions demonstrate the importance of giving back to the community and supporting those in need."

The recipients were awarded a $10,000 grant for their projects and were congratulated by the President.

"I am honored to receive this award for my efforts to improve the lives of others," said one recipient. "I believe that it is important for us to come together and make a difference in our communities."

The awards were presented in recognition of the students' dedication to community service and their efforts to make a difference in the lives of those in need.

Student signs "God" for his senior thesis

By Mark LeCras

A senior philosophy major has signed his thesis "God" to express his deep religious beliefs.

The student, who is set to graduate this spring, said he made the decision to sign the thesis "God" after reading several passages from the Bible about the nature of God.

"I believe that God is a figure of immense power and influence," he said. "I have spent a great deal of time studying the Bible, and I believe that God is a real, living entity that is present in our daily lives."


Newsbrief

$15,000 of equipment stolen from Medical Center

Staff members of the Johnson Pavilion, located in the University's Medical Center, reported to the police that $15,000 worth of equipment was missing.

The equipment, which includes computed tomography machines and other medical devices, was stolen from the Johnson Pavilion between 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on March 22.

The Johnson Pavilion is a 10-story building located on the Philadelphia campus, and it houses a variety of medical facilities, including a radiology department and a laboratory.

The police are currently investigating the theft and are urging anyone with information to come forward.

Police arrest rape suspect

A man was arrested on March 22 after allegedly raping a woman in her apartment.

The man, who is 23 years old, was arrested at 5:00 p.m. on March 22 after a witness called police to report seeing the man in the victim's apartment.

The man, who has a criminal record, was charged with first-degree rape and is currently held in the University's Central Jail.

The police are currently investigating the incident and are urging anyone with information to come forward.

The university is committed to providing a safe and secure environment for all students, faculty, and staff.
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Speaker analyzest TV portrayal of gays

By Ali Feen

TV portrayal of gays
Speaker analyzes
accuracy now than in the past, accord
Awaremu Days — or B-GLAD.
speaker for Bisexual, Gay, lesbian
Friends
Library/Archives of Philadelphia,
Melrose Place
Roseontie,
the audience of approximately 30.
that you have bought.\" Capsuto asked
prising homosexuality
years ago and not a single hand went
by straight people for straight people,
putting up. He explained that television pro-
had asked the same question five
raised, Capsuto commented that he
so many gay characters have been
Stereotyped and then portrayed with
ists in which minorities are first
and they are still not
Reese, now a heterosexual, said 1\"I think networks are going to pull

TV portrayal of gays

Hey, it's that thoughtful guy.

Wonder what's on his mind.

Great ideas for this summer...

Northwestern University
Summer Session\’96

Summer in the windy City sounds
like a hot time. Chicago has jazz-
ests, bluesfests, and gospelfests,
Cubs and Sox games, some of the
best museums and art galleries in
the world, and ethnic festivals all
summer long... I'd have plenty to
do, and it\'s all just minutes from
the Northwestern campus.

Move-in fee

Associated with University sponsored
summer housing and is due by the
end of the first week of classes.

Tuesday, September 30.

ATTENTION U OF PENN
STUDENTS AND GRAD STUDENTS
Off-campus counseling services are available for individuals and
ouples, at a student discounted rate.

Kim Jordan Robinson, M.S.
Professional Counseling & Psychotherapy
1081 Walnut St., Ste 1100
(215) 898-3200 or (215) 595-6900
664-9961
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Crime log has undergone many changes

The first assignments will be posted on March 29th at 1 pm

Applications due by Tuesday, March 26th, 5 pm

Don't miss this great deal!

The DP Sublet Special

The Daily Pennsylvanian's Sublet Special is a package of three classified ads in the DP plus one larger ad in the DP's Summer Sublet Directory appearing April 9—all for only $35. It's a small price to pay to avoid the hassle of running around campus all day to put up posters. One call, and we will do all the work. After all, don't you have better things to do with your time?

Hurry! Don't miss this great deal! Just $35

Call the DP at 898-6581 or stop by our offices at 4015 Walnut Street between 9am and 5pm. The deadline is April 5 at 3pm.
**Jack** Project explores technology

By Shannon Burke

The Annenberg Center was transformed into a virtual cyberworld as the American Music Theater Festival opened yesterday. The project, known as the Jack Project, explores technology and simulation—a lab within computer model known as "Jack." According to Engineering graduate student Sean Sheridan, the Jack Project began at the University about 20 years ago, when students developed the model of a human containing computer graphics with realistic motion. The students currently working on the project are part of a process called inverse kinematics, engineering graduate student Rama Bindiganavale explained. Ravid Sun, also an Engineering graduate student, explained that a large magnet creates a magnetic field and the computer tracks the movement of the sensors in relation to the large magnet. The tracking process allows the movements of the virtual human to reflect those of the actual subject. "It's a good platform for experimenting with human-motion," Engineering graduate student bunnyBriefly explained. "It's the best way of representing human movement," Sheridan explained. Jack's frame is made up of many polygons that each took a long time to create. "He doesn't look as human as he could because we are limited by technology," he said. "You can create a human that looks extremely realistic, but he couldn't move." "To make him move, we need to keep him low cost as possible," Sheridan added. The graduate students are now in the process of creating an improved Jack who moves, yet looks more human like, Sheridan said. But he added that they are still several years away from creating a "truly realistic human." Sheridan explained that Jack has many practical applications, according to Sheridan. For example, Jack can be used to train surgeons. By performing virtual operations using Jack, doctors can perfect their surgical skills without actually working on a person. By training novice and studying the mistakes they make, better doctors can be trained at whatever point you do," Sheridan said. Sheridan noted that a major automobile manufacturer has also used Jack. The computer model can be scaled to different heights, so the company can determine before building a car whether someone who is 5'2" could fit into the vehicle without hitting his head. "It's a great way to study things in a virtual setup," Sheridan explained. In addition to the motion capture demonstration, Crosswaves includes other exhibits such as a " aimed floor" and a Cyber Lab where experts help visitors explore the World Wide Web. There are also performances, including Guam Bank of Crunchy, a "cultural" puppet theater, and many puppets portraying historical and imaginary characters.

**Still Standing Comedy Series**

presents the comedy of
Michelle Garb

Saturday, March 23, 1996
7 pm - 2 am
Houston Hall, Rocker's Lounge

**Free admission and free food!!**

Office of Student Life
Activities and Facilities
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this newspaper's position artwork represents the opinions of their authors and are completely independent of letters and The Daily Pennsylvanian, which represents the opinion of any tenets submitted for publication must include the author's name, phone number column "Equal representation for all" diversity has reared its ugly head and has addressing common causes. Apparently this group has limited the definition of "minority" to the University by vide diversity. The point of diversity is to share different opinions. It's not limited to race or gender. Once again the narrowest definition of diversity not limited to race. Obviously, these are farcical examples, pretending to be the$num: request, which they were Israeli settlers. guns When I saw no badges or military uniform, was peaceful. Just go into the occupied territories and most areas in Israel, and you will see soldiers in army dresses and stars and stripes in the window of the shop next to an Israeli post office or in the hands of a guard in the glass box. We can't call this "diversity" because it is just a sham or a corruption of the concept of diversity. We had many opportunities to observe Israeli society's advances gave us the United States. This piece of the land we are in, the mountain that my family came from, is now a part of the United States. The land is ours, and we have the right to defend it. But, in the interest of peace and progress, we must be fair and just. We must respect the rights of the Palestinians and strive for a peaceful solution. DP, 3/21/96. For once, Crystal may actually use her "legal" columns to say something useful about the world and to encourage a more open-mindedness.

To the Editor

For Mass Consumption

Backpacking in Appalachia radically changes an urbanite's perspective.

T

ing breaks from the everyday routine can take away from our normal world. Some of us may have said to ourselves, "If I could just get away from it all, I'd start feeling better." Well, one of my personal goals for this summer was to backpack in the Appalachian Mountains. What a wonderful experience it was!

I left my normal life, only for a few days. Not of an outdoor experience, we planned a backpacking excursion of roughly ten days. We had the opportunity to experience nature's beauty, including streams, forests, and mountains. We went through the process of planning, packing, and hiking to explore the backcountry of the United States. This piece of the land we are in, the mountain that my family came from, is now a part of the United States. The land is ours, and we have the right to defend it. But, in the interest of peace and progress, we must be fair and just. We must respect the rights of the Palestinians and strive for a peaceful solution. DP, 3/21/96. For once, Crystal may actually use her "legal" columns to say something useful about the world and to encourage a more open-mindedness.
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Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office, or TECRO, recently sent Ting Shan to visit his alma mater yesterday in order to discuss his personal views on China-Taiwan relations.

Shen, who is director of public affairs at the Washington, D.C.-based Taiwan Economic and Cultural Representative Office, or TECRO, reflected on his experiences at the University.

"I'm so happy to come back," Shen said. "Not everyone from Taiwan can come back to their alma mater without causing some kind of major conflict." Shen was referring to Taiwanese President Lee Teng-hui, who recently received an invitation to Cornell University. Congress had to defeat a resolution prohibiting students from Taiwan from attaining dissertations by former Taiwanese students. "I've been through times when I thought it was hopeless," Shen said. "But I figured if they could write a dissertation coming from the same cultural background (as I did) then I could too."

TECRO is Taiwan's quasi official representative office in the United States, recognizing only mainland China. Taiwan cannot open an embassy in Washington. Shen now works as a congressional correspondent through the office. "He said his position has given him a great deal of insight into the current situation between Taiwan and China," a diplomatic source said. In addition to conduction media tours in the Taiwan Strait to向记者 and representatives from U.S. universities, Shen is also conducting a presidential election, to be held tomorrow. The live fire drills ended yesterday.

Shen added China's recent violations towards Taiwan to Chinese "anxiety and bar of Taiwanese independence until their misunderstanding of the developments in Taiwan". According to Shen, Taiwan has mounted rapid democratization, economic development and pluralization. The United States is the leader of the world. "We must understand that the United States is the leader of the world," Shen said. The first year here was very frustrating, but that is what also made it very valuable, he added. "If I had stayed in Taiwan I would have never gotten that perspective."
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**International**

US envoy's motorcade stoned in Croatia

Windy and chilly with a possible stoned in Croatia insults at i N Ambassador Madeline Albright as InVukovar Like the residents of Croatia, the claim that Lisa Aunspaugh Thompson perjured testimony at her Whitewater trial yesterday to strike the Iranian the leader of the HTSOII actions in her name allowed her to la raids on northern Israel the enclave in southern leaves participated in several attacks on Israel who moved Hezbollah eight months ago and had dde bomber charged into an Israeli army convoy 40 percent capacity along a stretch of damaged highway that reopened to IS Edgar Thompson Works m the isolting line that will continually produce cold rolled steel the facility will employ 59 worl

**Weather**

Today:

- White and chilly with a mixture of clouds and sun.
- High: 46

**Money**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Value (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>502.82</td>
<td>28.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>1099.73</td>
<td>93.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>966.65</td>
<td>45.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**U.N. aids in Somalia kidnapped**

UNITED NATIONS - Five U.N. aid workers, including one American, were kidnapped yesterday. They were preparing to leave the U.N. for the World Food Program. The state has committed SK 25 million to check their health status.

**State**

Officials announce 170 new jobs in western Pennsylvania

Barbara O'Hara, 51, of New Kensington, Pa., is one of the 170 people hired Wednesday as part of an industrial projects that will bring about 130 jobs to the region.

**City**

Motorists return to I-95

Miners returned to measured numbers in bituminous mines in Colorado and Wyoming. Some bituminous mines are being dismantled along a stretch of damaged highway that reopened to IS.

But officials warned drivers not to take that as a sign that the hazardous work is over.

Traffic on the highway was lighter than normal, and the speed limit was reduced to 50 mph.

"Don't all of you push back because it won't run again," said a spokesman for the state Transportation Department.

But drivers did not seem to be keeping their distance.

The state was severely damaged by a fire five days ago and had remained closed as work on the highway was being repaired.

The two lanes of traffic in each direction were separated by a six-foot-high barrier.

Despite the relatively smooth rush hours yesterday, PENNDOT urged motorists to continue using alternate routes and public transportation to keep I-95 from getting jammed up with traffic.

**Cut it all off**

Nedra Girondi calls out Creative Cuts manager Chas Cala's hair at the Penn Campus Barber shop. Girondi has been cutting her hair for over 20 years.

**GM reaches tentative agreement**

WASHINGTON - Moving on an issue that wasat the center of the Clinton administration's agenda to combat illegal immigration, the House voted 242-180 to reject the creation of an immigration panel.

"It will help secure our borders, reduce crime and protect jobs for American citizens," Rep. Lamar Smith said Wednesday.

**LONDON** - Schools in England and Wales dropped hamburgers from their menus after a number of British beef outbreaks of "mad cow disease" was first diagnosed in the country's cattle. British Prime Minister Tony Blair announced he would stop eating beef for a year, pending more scientific study.

**DIESEL FRAUD** The Daily Pennsylvania Post

"I'm tired. I have not left this plant in two days. I'll be glad to get out of here and go on my life again."

Joe Hasenjager

Louis D'Antonio
Mandela says some want to overthrow his government

NEWCASTLE, South Africa — In his strongest accusation yet against alleged anti-government conspirators, President Nelson Mandela said yesterday that "powerful elements" in South Africa are trying to overthrow him.

Although the president never identified the alleged plot, his speech in South Africa’s Human Rights Day clearly was referring to white extremists opposed to the government that accompanied the end of white minority rule.

Mandela said "agents provocateurs" had infiltrated the national police and were working for "powerful elements planning every day in order to overthrow the government." A new government commission will open hearings next month to uncover details about apartheid-era crimes.

But conservative whites who wish to run the country can still influence some white policemen and soldiers, events have raised concerns of possible revenge campaigns by whites against the new black-majority government.

"A new government commission will open hearings next month to uncover details about apartheid-era crimes," said Dalzell, who noted that blacks must remember they never delayed white solidarity and that extremists bent on fighting black rule remained dangerous.

SAN FRANCISCO — The affirmative action program at the University of California, Berkeley, did not discriminate against white undergraduate applicants, a seven-year federal investigation has found.

The report released Wednesday by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights concluded that academic achievement in the UC’s flagship campus improved during the study period.

"This vindicates our position," said Patrick Reynolds, UC Berkeley’s associate chancellor for enrollment.

"We have constructed a legal admissions policy that furthers racial integration and results in academic strengthening of the student body. Most students away from other campuses—an allegation included in the report—said. "We never applied to UC Berkeley. Also alleged that the campus engaged in discrimination against applicants who are African Americans or applicants from other campuses—a allegation drawn down in the report.

Despite the warning, a power grab by security forces seems unlikely. Restructuring of the police and military since Mandela took power have constructed a legal admissions poli-296
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W. Track will try to carry its success at Heeps into spring
By Marc Edelman
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Last time the Penn women's track and field team won an outdoor Ivy League Championship, Gene N Roses topped the billboard charts, the New York Mets were running away with the National League pennant, and Dolly Parton was main
taining her sex appeal on the big screen.

Bob Costas, host of NBC's morning show, previous
ly captivated the audience as a bitter-sweet Ivy League Champion
ship star just 19 years ago.

With Paul Goldstein, head coach of Penn's track and field, a
veteran in his field, the Quakers may find themselves standing on the winner's cinder tracks.

``This is certainly an exciting time for the Quakers, and I am sure that everyone is looking forward to seeing how our team performs this season,`` said Goldstein.

Sobering thoughts, however, still surround the 1996 Quakers, who overall have the strongest potential of any Penn team that has stepped onto the track since that dominating 1998 season.

The first and last time the Ivy League was seen was
during the first-ever track meet of the year. The Quakers, with a surprising first-place finish at the Indoor Heptagonal at Dartmouth's Lawrence Field House, powered past the competition led by the defending champi
ons, the Bulldogs of Yale.

Penn boasts a powerful squad for every event, with
students from every college on the varsity roster.

``Our team is very well-balanced, and we have a good mix of experience and talent,`` said senior captain Angie Jimenez.

Goldstein, who was named the Ivy League Coach of the Year in 1998, is responsible for preparing the throwing and jumping squads for head coach Hetty Costanza.

Thus far, Tenisci has done a respectable job. At the Heptagonals, the Quakers earned 36 of their points in the two jumping competitions as Kimberly Mason, Angie Jimenez, and El Paso scored first, and third respectively in the long jump.

``I, a native of Freeport, N.Y., also placed first in the women's triple jump, helping the team to dominate the event. Captain Angie Jimenez and Kelly King will also play an integral role in the Quakers quest for an Ivy League championship.``

Quakers need 182 points to win the championship, with the Ivy League season divided into two meets. The Quakers need to score around 46 points in each event. If they can do this on Saturday then the Quakers will have a chance to challenge Bridgeport, who is currently ranked second.

``For the Quakers to challenge Bridgeport they will have to score around 46 points in each event,`` said Turner.

Penn baseball coach Bob Seddon waves catcher Dave Corieto home in Tuesday's game against St. Joseph's. The Quakers defeated the Hawks 7-2.

The Quakers should have a chance to display their offensive power when they face Coppin State (2-5-1) for a pair at noon Sunday.

The Eagles boast six players who are over .500 in slugging percentage. Outfielder Travis Thornton, last year's Colonial Conference Player of the Year, also did to the Coppin State Attack. It will be the responsibility of right-handed pitchers A.J. Pri
ter and Tom Corbitt, along with Carmen neighborhood leagues. For information and reservations please call our Booking Manager Peter (215) 353-5305. P.S. We eat less than you think.

The Quakers are traditionally a slow starting team, however, with the majority of their home games com
ing early in the year, time is of the essence. Penn must overcome the mental errors on the baspath that cost our team victories in Florida and before.

``Physically we're very solid, but the team needs to develop more chemistry,`` said King.

``We understand our style of play. We have to come together soon.``

To All My Children at the DP: Thank you so much for making my birthday one that I will never forget. You're very special people and I pray that God bless you and everyone else that you love.

Your second Mom, Rita

Penn opens outdoor season at home
By John Brink
The Daily Pennsylvanian
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W. Lax looking for first win of season

By Greg Kalnit
The Daily Pennsylvanian

When the Penn women's lacrosse team takes the field at Franklin Field tomorrow at 1:30 p.m., it will have a unique opportunity to finish its season on a high note — one that will be followed by a season for all of last year's seniors to forget.

The Quakers, who are ranked second in the Ivy League play last season, the Quakers have a victory over Cornell that will erase the dubious memory of a Quakers hope a victory over Cornell in the Ivy League play last season, the conference win total for all of last year in unique opportunity to match its con-

first win of season after two losses to Wisconsin in the first two conference games. The team pulled away in the second half to defeat the Badgers, 13-10.

The second half was a continued rally for tomorrow's game. "The team went on a shooting run, and quick, efficient offense was really special," Martell said. "And the effort went to waste, however, with ace pitcher Jen Straw-

Martell said. "Very few teams do that at the college level." said. "We want to turn things around." said. "We've got some pretty good hitters, pretty good hitters. And we're not batting .500. When someone comes to me statistically outstanding, my eyebrows are up."

Hawks to take on Alabama in NIT semis

BOB BRILL-EDWARDS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Penn senior co-captain and No. 1 singles player Preety Sorathia will provide veteran leadership for the young women's tennis team.

The Quakers' players have yet to encounter anything like the powerful offensive lines that Penn has faced this season. "It is a always a difficult game," Carothers said. "We're not facing any teams that are even close to playing well in the Ivy League."

"We put the sauce on Locust walk."

March Specials

Large Upside Down Pizza $7.75 Small Upside Down Pizza $4.70

$2 off any Large Pizza March Specials

March Specials

Buy a Large Pizza and get a Free Large Drink

Large Upside Down Pizza $7.75 Small Upside Down Pizza $4.70

$1 off any Small Pizza March Specials

OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE STUDENTS MAY APPLY

THERE ARE 3 RULES IN CHOOSING WHERE TO LIVE:

1. LOCATION
2. LOCATION
3. LOCATION

THERE'S NO BETTER LOCATION THAN GRAD TOWERS.

Graduate Retention Dates

Nichols Lobby, March 29 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Nichols Lobby, March 26 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm

Off-campus graduate students may apply at these times. Only grad students are eligible. For more information, call Assignments Office 896-8271
ATTENTION STUDENTS

Efficiencies
One bedrooms from $275 and up

- Includes all utilities except electricity.
- Management and maintenance on premises.
- Intercom access.

CALL 387-8890
Emerson Management

APTS. & HOUSES
3-Room MONTH LEASES
$750-$775/MTH

HOUSES AVAILABLE NOW
PENN/CRESEL LOCATIONS
2, 3, 4 OR MORE BEDROOMS
APARTMENTS
CENTER CITY, OLDE CITY, QUEEN VILLAGE

ORENS BROTHERS 222-4412

Graduate Apartments in University City
owned and managed by:

Alan H. Klein
4701 Pine Street

Quality efficiencies. One 3 bedroom apartments at the Faber. Garden Court Plaza. Cond. Hall is in many turn-of-the-century Victorian houses with security intercoms. 24-hour desk service. Large buildings, and facility parking. Roommate situations available.

Free shuttle service To and from campus

748-3339
222-4442

Email: apartment@panes.com

Please inquire for more information.
NEW YORK — Iverson, the Philadelphia 76ers' rookie star, was suspended for two games and fined $20,000 for a technical foul against the Chicago Bulls on March 5. Iverson, who has been suspended twice for technical fouls and once for a flagrant foul, had been rated as the best player in the league.

Stackhouse, who leads all rookies in scoring with 19 points a game, will miss games at the Ixis Arena in Phoenix on Thursday night, the first of his 11-game suspension for an：“inappropriate” contact with a referee. In his previous meeting with the 76ers, Stackhouse was called for a flagrant foul on Iverson.

The 76ers, who are without the injured Allen Iverson, are the first team to win a playoff game without their top player. Iverson, who has been suspended twice for technical fouls and once for a flagrant foul, had been rated as the best player in the league.
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Rhode Island 59
St. Joe's 76

Basketball world will be watching our team effectively ruin Khode
By Scott Miller

'Vere going to be there "scrawny, scruffy group of guys who are
by the basketball coach in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
St. Joe's will be in the NIT semifinals with a blowout of Rams
By Jane Havsy

Penn men's lacrosse team is looking for its first win in a year in its
demand that Harvard continue to be a competitive team in the Ivy
By Jordan Smith

Penn hockey team will battle Sienna and Coppin State in double
By Jeremy Thompson

Penn baseball team will battle Sienna and Coppin State in double-headers this weekend. DeRosa, Penn's starting pitcher, has compiled a
Shannon and Simonian will probably
all the '96 season. "In college, the balance
The team has struggled with the
"If we lose a game, I don't care about it. Every game is a test.
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